How do payouts, wining sounds, and lights
affect people’s slot machine choices?
What this research is about
Winning cues refer to signals that people get when
they gamble that tell them they have won. The lights
and sounds that games make when people win money
are winning cues. Evidence suggests that winning cues
encourage people to gamble. People who are easily
influenced by winning cues may be more likely to
develop problem gambling. Problem gambling is
repetitive gambling behaviour that leads to negative
consequences. Winning cues may also make people
remember their big wins. These positive memories
may encourage people to gamble again.
Slot machines are addictive. They often show winning
cues that are exciting and make it more fun for people
to play. Also, slot machine play occurs at a rapid pace
which can increase risky gambling. A previous study
found that people made more risky gambling choices
when they played a casino game that had lights and
sounds when they won. In this study, the researchers
explored whether winning cues in slot machine games
encourage people to make risky gambling choices,
and if the timing of the cues makes a difference.
What the researchers did
The researchers recruited 630 undergraduate
university students from a Canadian university. The
researchers showed participants different types of
slot machines on a computer screen. The participants
chose between safe or risky slot machines with high
or low payout amounts. The safe machines always
paid out the same amounts (either high or low value).
The risky machines could also be high-value (e.g., 50
or 70 points) or low-value (e.g., 10 or 30 points), but
the amount paid varied depending on which symbols
lined up.

What you need to know
In this study, the researchers explored whether
winning cues in slot machine games make people
more likely to make risky gambling choices. They
recruited 630 undergraduate university students.
The participants completed a task where they had
to choose between safe or risky slot machines. The
findings suggested that, with higher payouts,
people were more likely to choose risky slot
machines. People also preferred slot machines that
had casino-related winning cues (e.g., coin dropping
sounds and dollars signs) over machines without
these cues. Whether the cues appeared when the
reels were spinning or had stopped did not affect
their choices. People more often remembered their
higher payout and judged that they won more often
when there were winning cues.
The task had two kinds of tests. In one kind of test,
participants chose between two machines that paid
out a low or high number of points (i.e., different
payout values). In the other kind of test, participants
chose between safe and risky machines that paid out
the same number of points. Afterwards, participants
recalled how many points they won on each slot
machine and how often each machine returned
different payout amounts.
This study had three experiments. In experiment 1a,
the researchers randomly assigned 310 participants to
one of three groups. The groups either received a
neutral sound before a payout from the risky highvalue slot machine, a neutral sound before a payout
from the risky low-value machine, or no sound at all.
Experiment 1b tested 124 participants. Participants

received one type of sound before a payout of 70
points (better win) from one risky high-value machine.
They received a different sound before a payout of 50
points (lower win) from the other risky high-value
machine. The risky low-value machines did not have
any sounds.
Experiment 2 tested 196 participants. There were two
safe machines that always paid out 30 points, but only
one machine had casino sounds and pictures (e.g.,
dollar signs). There were two risky machines that
either paid out 10 or 50 points. One machine had
casino sounds and pictures when participants won 50
points (better win), and the other did not. One group
received the casino sounds and pictures when the
reels were still spinning. The other group received
these cues when the reels had stopped spinning.
What the researchers found
Participants in experiment 1a more often chose the
risky slot machines that had high payout compared to
the safe machine with high payouts. Participants in
experiment 1b also chose the risky high-payout slot
machines more often. Neutral sounds that were
paired with winning had weak or no effect on
participants’ choices in experiment 1a or 1b. In
experiment 1a, more participants remembered the
better win for the risky high-value machine, and the
lower win for the risky low-value machine. In
experiment 1b, more participants remembered the
better win for both risky high-value machines.
In experiment 2, participants were more likely to
choose slot machines with casino sounds and pictures.
This occurred regardless if they were choosing
between two safe machines or between two risky
machines. The timing of the casino cues did not have
an effect. More participants remembered the better
win on the risky slot machine that had casino sounds
and pictures than on the risky slot machine without
these cues. These results suggest that casino-related
winning cues increased people’s ability to remember
their highest win and how often it happened.
Participants who remembered the better win were
more likely to make risky gambling choices. This result
suggests that winning cues might increase people’s
chances of developing problem gambling.

How you can use this research
This study could inform future research. For example,
future research could explore whether people who
are attracted to winning cues are more likely to
gamble often and develop problem gambling.
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